Forest Resiliency Project | Public Engagement Sessions
Proposed Action ▪ March 2016 | Small Group Discussion Meeting Notes
These notes captured from these meetings are the big picture concepts and key concerns that the Forest Service
heard from the public during the small group discussions. These are not a detailed account of the meetings, but the
major themes covered by each topic as they related to the Forest Resiliency Project.
The topics covered in each meeting included: Forest Management, Fire, Communities, and Wildlife/Aquatic Habitat.

Public Engagement Sessions Notes
Clarkston, WA ▪ March 8, 2016

Umatilla National Forest [posted 3/11/2016]

Walla Walla, WA ▪ March 9, 2016

Umatilla National Forest [posted 3/11/2016]

Pendleton, OR ▪ March 10, 2016

Umatilla National Forest [posted 3/11/2016]

Heppner, OR ▪ March 15, 2016

Umatilla National Forest [posted 3/18/2016]

Prineville, OR ▪ March 16, 2016

Ochoco National Forest [posted 3/18/2016]

Enterprise, OR ▪ March 29, 2016

Wallowa-Whitman National Forest [posted 4/1/2016]

La Grande, OR ▪ March 30, 2016

Wallowa-Whitman National Forest [posted 4/1/2016]

Baker City, OR ▪ March 31, 2016

Wallowa-Whitman National Forest [posted 4/1/2016]

Clarkston, WA ▪ March 8, 2016
Umatilla National Forest
Attendance: 16

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?




Remove basal to be effective to meet goals
No Eastside Screens
Too many trees, we need to target forest health and thin more

Forest Resiliency Project- Public Engagement Notes continued















More clear cutting- can do it right, that is the only way to do it
Treat more acres and have more road access to the trees
Treat more ecologically and efficiently
Thin trees for livestock use
Need more fire resistant trees and more diversity in tree composition and age class
Manage fuel load and overstocking
Build roads if there is no other way to treat acres. We could lose it all, so save something
Manage ground to produce income
Manage as see fit without constraints and without lawsuits
Use fire and grazing to manage stands
Use regenerative harvest where too far gone to manage
Take out downed trees
Don’t restrict firewood

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?










Alternative grazing instead of underburning
Need to be accessible by roads
Brushing/cleaning up of stands
Mix grazing and prescribed fire
Put in strategic fuel breaks
Focus on user interface areas (Wildland Urban Interface)
Use common sense management
Reduce the fuel load, use grazing to reduce grass fuel load
Need more management on the ground

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?












Protection of timber from fire
Actually implement the project (especially the prescribed fire)
Have the money to implement
Thinning before the conditions get explosive
Use grazing for fuel reduction (over fire or use both)
Allow industry to achieve objectives without marking every tree
Sustainable multiple use for all user groups, including sustainable timber management and roads/access for
management and fire
Safety
Recreation
Commercial thinning
Economics- use project revenues to fund other projects in the same area
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Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?















Keep elk up on the National Forests and off private lands. Put sheep and cattle back in the wilderness
The relationship between cows, elk, deer and proposed treatments. Browsing keeps vegetation levels down
and freshens the forage
If you log and graze you won’t need to burn it
Mechanical treatments followed by prescribed fire. Regenerates browse species for big game. Fire is a good
tool along with grazing and harvest
Conditions are too explosive and too thick. Elk can’t walk through
Prescribed fire window lines up with hunting seasons. Utilize spring landscape burns more often
Treat riparian areas. Areas are thick with vegetation and become wicks during wildfires. Don’t leave them
out of proposed treatments. We want that “after” picture in our riparian areas too
Utilize grazing techniques to reduce vegetation. Place salt blocks in strategic areas (attracts wildlife and
grass recovers more quickly)
Weed control, bring in goats and other alternative methods to control invasives
Pre-commercial thinning creates a fuel load/risk and is expensive to treat. Allow the vegetation to grow for
more commercial value. Be careful about over prescribing pre-commercial thinning
Look hard at thinning and proper spacing, we need a variety of heights and diversity of trees. Proper spacing
allows for better grass growth
Treatments can provide jobs, economy, timber. Managed, grazed lands can handle fire
Access does not affect wildlife as some people assume
Elk and deer are on private land, not in wilderness. They prefer managed ground, with thinned trees with
pockets of thick vegetation

Walla Walla, WA ▪ March 9, 2016
Umatilla National Forest
Attendance: 17

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?







Large diameter trees may be marketable, or may not be economically viable
We have left all the old trees. 21” diameter limits has left a large percentage of older trees. Need to revisit
the 21” trees across entire forest
If you put roads in, they will take logs out
Webb Canyon area, access is needed
Clearcut was the first strategy/method. Select cut was next strategy. We need to do a better job of reading
the land and be flexible with treatments
Determine stand densities to enhance growth and maintain stand diversity
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Maintain variety of species
Overstocked stands are result of diseases
Thinning can be very expensive, products aren’t commercial. How do you solve that? Focus on areas that
have commercial value first then remove low value trees next
Grinding/biomass possibilities
Manage fire is not a precise tool
Avoiding riparian areas is leaving them overstocked and at risk for disturbance/fire

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?








Need to develop fire break for Mill Creek Watershed near City of Walla Walla
Cooperating agencies/cities and private landowners need to be working together before fire
Drought and climate change influencing management strategy
Dense fuel loads in watershed is a management need. Funding is an issue
Roads are instrumental in stopping fires
Management needed includes hand piles, machine piles, grazing (cattle or sheep)
Southern Umatilla National Forest project areas would benefit if the 21” diameter screen was gone

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?













Healthy forests and fire management so that if fire occurs it can be controlled
Access to other special forest products (mushrooms/huckleberries)
Recreation
Wildlife habitat management/elk movement
Wildlife population distribution
Water
Climate change
Need to study fossil beds (shows cycles of climate)
Timber production/support industry
Manage and protect areas available for forest management
Find highest economic value for all uses
Effects on water capture and storage

Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?




Timing of prescription implementation in relationship to big game migration and movement
Need to make adjustments if treatments push big game on to private lands
Forage recovery and reseeding of forage
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Work with neighboring landowners of pending treatments and potential impacts
Consider sediment in streams
Consider different fish species (Trout, steelhead, bull trout, etc)
Invasive plants affecting habitat (like puncture vine)

Pendleton, OR ▪ March 10, 2016
Umatilla National Forest
Attendance: 23

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?













Uneven age material, follow nature’s lead
Diversity and mosaic on the landscape with old growth
Promote large trees of favorable species
Manage for open park-like settings
Small openings, normal stocking
Creating markets for small trees (bio-char for instance)
Cut large and small trees out
Open tree canopy to allow understory species, shrubs and grasses
Increased heterogeneity of pattern
Cannot use a one size fits all management approach
Use commercial and non-commercial thinning combined with prescribed burning
Explore economic opportunities

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?












Logging and pre-commercial thinning
Chipping
Weed control- fuel overload (needs fuel reduction treatments)
Amount of smoke associated with the pace and scale of project. Follow Oregon Smoke Management Plan
More spring-time burning (less competition in the spring)
Focus burning activities away from communities during the fall
Beetle kill- huge amount of material left that needs removed
Mosaic pattern helpful in controlling wildfire
Reduce ladder fuels to keep fire out of tree canopies
Biochar as treatment option- no smoke
Prescribed burning (less smoke)
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Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?


















Post-action condition, leave in same or better condition as pre-treatment
Increased jobs
Aesthetics/views
Wood products- with a balance of commercial and non-commercial
Reducing the risk of uncharacteristic wildfire
Protecting private land and communities
Grazing
Opening up or improving habitats to move elk back to public lands. Timely/seasonal closures of access for
elk habitat
Reduce unwanted impacts to private landowners and reduce unwanted impacts to National Forest
infrastructure
Reduce the risk to public and firefighter safety
Opening up habitats to move other wildlife back to public lands
Getting the restoration message out
Recreation
Water quality
Sediment in streams
Huckleberry picking
Future forest sustainability and diversity

Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?














Mosaic patterns with islands
Amphibian migration routes
Butterfly habitat
Timing of treatments to nesting/breeding migration
Continued treatments/intervals
Consider long term resiliency for stream bank species/shade (climate change)
Pay attention to existing species and adjust habitat to meet their needs
Air quality
Elk damage on private land- get big game back on the Forest (and associated species like predators)
Riparian area restoration
Thinning will improve habitat for nesting species
Early seral and open canopy habitats
Wildlife movement corridors
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Heppner, OR ▪ March 15, 2016
Umatilla National Forest
Attendance: 7

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?










Long-term forest health
o Need to conserve old growth, but need to manage all age classes
o Doing this will help with economics of restoration
Diseased old growth lost from economic benefit
Cutting too much of future forest (smaller diameter trees). Too much treatment is focused on one age class
Small saw logs generate more income
Stewardship contracting can help use the whole forest (for forest health)
Income and jobs to Morrow County
Market is variable for non-saw log material
Difficult to manage economics when there is so much small diameter material on the forests

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?






Currently behind on acres cleared for burning (need more capacity to keep up)
Narrow windows for acceptable burning conditions
Prescribed fire versus uncharacteristic wildfire- prescribed fire as choice. Use strategic design of burns to
increase acres burned with desired outcome
Large toolbox- diversity of machinery to reduce fuels and maximize acres treated
Education of community- controlled fire is ok and there is benefit of fuel reduction, which also reduces
potential of “bad” fire
o Tactics have a purpose (firefighter safety)

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?







Healthy forests provide multiple benefits
o Reduced uncharacteristic fire
o Improved range
o Reduced suppression cost and more money for other things, such as restoration
Improved and new markets to use material removed
Community resiliency
Biomass opportunities
o Examples: chip plant in Boardman, Umatilla processing plant and John Day biomass
Need to adapt to changing outputs
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Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?





Deer and elk
o Skips and gap strategy. Leave some cover and meet objective for openness
Stream side- diversity of treating and not treating rather than all not being treated
Watershed restoration- juniper removal to increase water flow
o Larger diameter have market value. Don’t limit by diameter
Invasive species- current strategy is working well

Prineville, OR ▪ March 16, 2016
Ochoco National Forest
Attendance: 29

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?




















Preventing uncharacteristic wildfire to avoid uncharacteristic post-fire brush growth
More logging contracts, harvest more timber. We need marketable timber
Sustainable solution to restore forest health
Need infrastructure to support timber and restoration
Fire prevention- fight fire aggressively while they are still small
Fuel loading creates fire hazard
Harvest larger mature trees (not restricted by 21” rule). Not all large trees are old growth. Consider health
of large trees, not just the size
o Harvest and remove dead and dying trees of all sizes
Do more salvage logging of every diameter/size on entire landscape to reduce fuel loads and improve forest
health
Promote growing young stands and reduce number of dead trees and fuel loading that creates fire hazard
Don’t focus too much on historical conditions
Remove ladder fuels
Need more resilient trees
Harvest timber
o Promotes economics
o Promotes forest health
Manage forests to deal with overstocking
Balance fish and wildlife needs with forest resiliency needs
After opening stands, close roads created for implementation and other roads that adversely affect other
habitats
Open/maintain road access for fire and other forest management
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Create mosaic to support wildlife habitat. Don’t treat to look like a park
Overstocked species choke out other species like aspen. Thin out to restore other species (particularly in
riparian areas)
Create large woody debris in streams when removing vegetation
Focus treatments on restoring forest health and promote diversity of forest conditions
Promote habitat for wildlife and wild horses
Promote understory species (grass/forb/shrub)
Remove non-native species on Ochocos to promote native species
Ecosystem balance and forest balance
Cut Juniper out of forest
Too dense of stands, thin out stands
There is not a one size fits all, read the land and use good science
Make sure plenty of young trees to replace old trees when they die
Manage with chainsaw versus fire
Grow thicker trees with less limbs to help reduce flammable needles on forest floor

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?

















Concerns about inversions from fires. Log mistle toe infested trees. Manage forests for all classes
Salvage log
We are thinning too heavily, keep trees together to grow less limbs
More prescribed fire
EPA- won’t let us burn, regulated. Work with the people that monitor smoke
Do what mimics fires and remove biomass
Reduce fuel loads
Use chipping
Selective logging
Economics- need more logging
Need to educate and re-educate the public- why this project is important and why we need to do it
Manage borders of wilderness areas
Change in policies
Take out some old growth diseased trees, all age classes and size classes
Watershed restoration (i.e. meadow and the high value places)
Forest follow up with comprehensive restoration

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?



Concern for the timing of individual treatment areas. How will public know when the Forest Serivce will
treat a given area?
Wildlife for enjoyment/hunting/economics
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Forage for wild horses- see as positive
Snowmobile enjoyment
Summer trail riding and all recreation activities
Liked the projection around the wilderness- fire protection
Elk displacement to privates- resource damage concerns
Improved wildlife habitat (structural diversity)
o Maintaining thermal and hiding cover for big game
Improve watershed health (particularly for redband trout and minimizing disturbance)
o Economic value of fishing
Economic value of wildlife viewing and hunting
Forest health of large old stands and perpetuation of insect/disease mortality
Fire risk of riparian areas
Economic value of wood products and long term production of fiber for industry
o Fiber needed more than fire
Protection of wilderness from stand replacing fire
Treatment of inventoried roadless areas
Treat in ways that won’t create too much regeneration
Economically feasible for logging companies to bid on sales (haul distances/locations)
Leave a variety of age and size classes for future forest (forest health and economics)
Removal of old and diseased trees
Fire protection around private property
Recreation in general
Smoke monitoring in Prineville by DEQ
o Air quality- prescribe fire and smoke impacts to residents. Timing of prescribed burns can create
more smoke
Climate change and how it affects fire behavior

Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?









Potential creation of forage is good
Annual timing of treatments especially winter forage
Streams- sedimentation and temperature
Concern with cumulative effects to water quality from all the projects going on
o Vegetation projects
o OHV projects
o Road densities
o User created roads
o Wildlife habitats
Road management- cannot decouple with loss of cover
Red band trout
Spotted frog
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Steelhead
Annual invasive species
Pay attention to where we have good understory (and not invasive)
Use trees for large woody debris in streams
Effectively close temporary and closed roads used during implementation
Effectively close already closed roads to mitigate loss of cover
Elk and deer- loss of cover. Elk and deer are moving to private lands all year long (particularly during hunting
season)
Small game- loss of down wood and loss of bitter brush
Prescribed burning
Noxious weed spread risk is increased through management and wildfire
Riparian habitat- loss to wildfire
Dispersing of cattle in riparian habitat
o Increase forage in uplands through vegetation management
Manage ALL lands (i.e. wilderness)
No damage to stream beds (water is very important down stream)
Skips and gaps- wildlife cover
Wildfire sedimentation is bad
Ceanothus
Roads/access-keep as is
Invasives- use best management practices during management
4-wheelers bring in weeds and stock

Enterprise, OR ▪ March 29, 2016
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest
Attendance: 31

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?













More logging and reduce fuel loads to reduce fire risk
Salvage logging quickly after a fire
Chipping- goes back into the soil faster
Default toward economic benefits first
More commercial and non-commercial thinning
Interface with local workforce. Hire local employees and county members to do the work
Equal Opportunity under the Law
More treatment in other than warm/dry forest
More infrastructure to take logs (continual product flow to support the infrastructure)
No 21” tree screen
Immediate and aggressive treatments
Thinning crews to do implementation
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Designation by prescription
Diverse age structure on Forest compared to historical range of variation
More opportunities for firewood cutting
Effective treatments to last until next rotation (20-40 year entries)
Allow for young trees to grow (could mean cutting a lot of what’s out there)
Multiple use, for example improving/increasing forage for wildlife, cattle, etc.

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?



















Budgets don’t allow for needed projects- firefighting takes it
Clean out and open up roads. Close roads are obstructing fire suppression and firewood removal
More logging projects and more thinning projects. Heavier treatments- cut more
Too many restrictions
Cut green firewood along with dead as a means to reduce fuel
More thinning- need access to do this
Prescribed fire at regular intervals
Integrate public treatment with private land treatments to reduce risk of fire transmission
Use grazing as fire prevention tool
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between ranches and the Forest Service
Break up the continuum
Fuel breaks along major roads
Pruning of trees and thinning of trees to reduce fuel load
Needed treatment at an effective cut level and at regular time intervals
Fires in wilderness- need to reduce risk of spread
Interface with Wallowa County work force for doing restoration work
Human Resources
Ensure diversity of stand structure and stand types

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?











Prevent spread of fire to private lands
Access for recreation and fire protection
Jobs- need to hold workshops to help people find work
Concern with this being a one-time treatment. Sustainability
Access to firewood. Need to open up for more wood cutting in new areas
Post logging slash used by community. Don’t waste the activity fuels
Economic benefits
More opportunities for sawmills
Need a local manufacturing facility
Provide training to communities on firewood to develop better understanding of rules
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See what people are doing on the land and the Forest Service needs to learn from that
Put in Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) treatments
Open up canopy for forage

Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?
















Grazing as an option to supplement treatments
Priority on economic benefits for treatments
Treatments have benefits to habitats
Address wolf predation on deer and elk in alternatives
Human impact and resources with habitat
Protecting huckleberry areas
Consider treatments in Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCA) and Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRA)
RHCAs act as conduits for fire
Add other resource areas to interactive map for better comments
Nutrition study for elk
Acknowledge both positive and negative impacts in each alternative
Identify potential impacts to endangered species in each alternative
Utilize the ODFW Conservation Strategy
Capture effects of No Action
Analyze impacts/effects of invasive annual grasses (including mitigation after treatment)
o Including seeding of non-native grass species as a benefit

La Grande, OR ▪ March 30, 2016
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest
Attendance: 19

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?










Need to harvest more
Thinning on smaller stuff- help the economy
Leave decent trees (reduce post treatment fuze)
Create more open conditions
Mark key areas that need to be cut
Maximize growth
Want to see more management and sustainable forests
Manage for Ponderosa Pine and Larch
Get rid of underbrush with control burns
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Invasive weed problem
Manage for native plants and tree species
Leave healthy trees
How to accomplish desired conditions is the challenge
Tamarack is a high value for fall colors
Need both open and closed (including hiding cover for wildlife)
Need a variety of age and size classes
o Leave small young trees for regeneration
Leave and enhance huckleberries (don’t fertilize, don’t disturb them)
Ground disturbance and fire helps produce mushrooms
Get in early to do restoration before the conditions get too dense to do anything about it
The project area size is ok, and more is actually needed
Some Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRA) are in poor condition, but outside the project area
The more merchantable timber produced, the more jobs, but has to be at a sustainable rate
Leave fire resilient trees, which is a function of species and size and age
Some places will benefit from more structured heterogeneity (old fires, old treatment units)
What do you do with small cut biomass? Chipping, biochar
Can increase structural diversity by mimicking natural disturbance (fire, insects/disease, etc.) and the range
in disturbance sizes
Large diameter snags and logs- can be lost if no attention is paid to them (smaller scale issue)

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?













Concentrate on dry forest- prioritize dry
Focus on small (5-10”) and medium (11-18”) diameter trees
Some cool/moist work needed to meet project objectives
Post-treatment for blow down
Use stand boundary for strategic fuels not an arbitrary distance
Powerline right of way
Remove bug kill trees
Do more thinning and fuel reduction
Grazing increase after treatment to deal with re-growth
Wood cutters can get rid of dead
Remove surface fuels from base of large trees
Open some roads to be able to treat

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?



Job creation
Working with surrounding landowners
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o Education (how to think your property effectively)
How our projects on private and federal land work together
Treat federal land to prevent fire transmission from Forest Service land to private land
Provide adequate access and supply of quality firewood
Gathering of huckleberries (for people and animals)
Special firewood areas within project areas
Post and pole and biomass production opportunities (reliable and sustainable supply)
Increase in merchantable timer
Clear language in the document with less acronyms (use plain language)
Describe the project better
Either narrow the scope or be more specific about activities within project
Evaluate more difficult logging ground (steeper slopes) for feasibility. Implementation of easier logging
ground may make these feasible (financially)
Evaluate roadless areas for their value as unaltered conservation units
Fire cannot be reintroduced without restoration first
Job creation is tied to the success of the Forest Service (i.e. maintain forestry infrastructure)
Wood cutters can contribute to restoration efforts if restrictions were lifted (road closures, etc)
Multiple use (deer and elk hunting/viewing, firewood, ATV/OHV use, healthy Forests)
Designated “mudding/play” areas to help protect the rest of the Forest
Maintaining quality recreation (including viewing wildlife opportunities)
Viewsheds for logging operations
Use local contractors for firefighting operations
Work with private businesses for fire suppression (partnership opportunities)
Thinning the forests will make firefighting safer

Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?












Prescriptions take into account big game habitat (cover/forage)
Aggressive treatment of invasives in alternatives
Modified treatments in Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas (RHCAs) to slow potential spread of fire- sight
specific
Effect of proposed actions on deer and elk
Effects to distribution of elk
Analyze potential for increase in forage
Analyze disturbance possible from increased open space
Effects on threatened and endangered species
Analyze types of treatments that are more effective on specific types of invasives
Timing and coordination of prescribed burns
Management of prescribed fires
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Baker City, OR ▪ March 31, 2016
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest
Attendance: 28

Forest Management
[Question posed to the group] A large part of the landscape is overstocked with a combination of small to large
diameter trees. What does the landscape need and what can the Forest Service do to achieve that?














Do more thinning- put the product to use don’t waste it
Explore opportunities for biomass
Diverse forests- multiple diversity
Explore economic opportunities
Thin watersheds on north slopes
Need a strategy for dealing with appeals
Protect watershed for irritation
Opportunities for increasing water yield through thinning
Need to open up more areas for firewood
Open type look good for animals
Thinning and prescribed fire-in all dry Forest
Thinning and prescribed fire in moist Forest
Maintain some ground cover during prescribed fire

Fire
[Question posed to the group] How would you suggest the agency manage the forest landscape to allow for less
destructive wildfire events to occur?











Listen to local people and local agencies. Use local knowledge of area for helping with prescribed fire or
wildfire
Access is important for wildland fire fighting
Locals help clear roads
Manage availability of forage for deer by staggering burns
Biomass an option
Protection around established communities and Wildland Urban Interface (WUI)
Thinning projects (especially the Baker City Watershed)
Baker City Watershed should be a priority (water supply)
Grazing with livestock
Appeals will halt this work

Communities
[Question posed to the group] As a member of the community, what do you believe our top priority should be for
this landscape-scale restoration project?
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Start controlled burns near the communities and work away. That way you ensure the most protection for
communities (like Sumpter- reduce fuels here)
Use the local communities as a resource for communication during fires (rumor controlbefore/during/after)
Explain why not all dry forest areas are treated
o The Whitney Valley watershed? Including town of Greenhorn
o Broad band to the west of Unity needs treated also
Assess watershed needs in terms of climate change
Utilize grazing to manage the understory (not in watershed)
Catastrophic fires increase the pace of climate change by adding carbon to the atmosphere
Work together for solutions
Grazing is the best defense against forest fires
How do we stop conservationists from appealing?
How to best care for the Baker City Watershed
o Thinning projects
o Fire breaks on watershed road
Restoration for Red Mountain fire
Watershed for drinking water and agriculture
No more roadless areas. Roads are needed for fire prevention
Years and years of buildup is going to require proper management
Smoke from slash burning and fires has gotten much worse
Open slash to wood cutters and for biomass production

Wildlife, Aquatics and other Sensitive Habitats
[Question posed to the group] What fish and/or wildlife species and habitats are important for us to consider when
planning the Forest Resiliency Project activities? What conditions do you see benefiting these species and their
habitats?















Clarification of objection process/litigation
Prescribe burning within municipal watersheds
Reduce risk of catastrophic wildfire within municipal watershed
Prescribed fire impacts on huckleberries
Livestock as part of projects to reduce weeds and influence big game movement
Analyze mitigation/impacts to big game (all animals) within alternatives
Concentrated areas for low intensity prescribed fire
Addressing medusa head/thatch
Proposed action was too general
Effects of prescribed fire on water temperatures
Effects of proposed action on municipal water supply (Baker/Sumpter)
Effects on irrigation and water rights/supply (long and short term impacts)
Overall watershed health
Grazing as option to help reduce fuels
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